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Bifunctional catalysts for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) are highly desirable for
rechargeable metal-air batteries and regenerative fuel cells. However, the commercial oxygen electrocatalysts (mainly
noble metal based) can only exhibit either ORR or OER activity, and also suffer from inherent cost and stability issues. It
remains challenging to achieve efficient ORR and OER bifunctionality on a single catalyst. Metal-free structures offer
relatively large scope for such bifunctionality to be enginnered within one catalyst, together with improved costeffectiveness and durablility. Herein, by closely coupled computational design and experimental development, highly
effective bifunctionality is achieved in a phosphorus and nitrogen co-doped graphene framework (PNGF) - with both ORR
and OER activities reaching the theoretical limits of metal-free catalysts, superior to the noble metal counterparts in both
(bi)functionality and durability. In particular, with the identification of active P-N sites for OER and N-doped sites for ORR ,
we successfully intensified such sites by one-pot synthesis to tailor the PNGF. The resulting catalyst reaches an ORR
potential of 0.845 V vs. RHE at 3 mA cm-2 and an OER potential of 1.55 V vs. RHE at 10 mA cm-2, respectively. Its combined
ORR and OER overpotential of 705 mV is much lower than those reported previously for metal-free bifunctional catalysts.

Introduction
Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) are crucial for energy conversion and storage 1-4.
The development of efficient bifunctional ORR / OER catalysts
has attracted considerable interest as a result of the increasing
demand on rechargeable metal-air batteries and regenerative
fuel cells of further improved performance5-10. However, the
commercial noble metals catalysts to date, such as platinum or
iridium / ruthenium based materials, can only exhibit either
ORR or OER activity rather than both, in addition to their cost
and stability issues, which greatly hinder their large-scale
applications11-13.
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Fundamentally, an effective bifunctional catalyst is achieved
when both OER and ORR overpotentials are minimised. For
such multi-electron transfer reactions, the overpotentials are
constrained by the scaling relationships among the binding
energies of reaction intermediates, such as *O, *OH and *OOH
(* stands for absorbed state of the respective species) 14-17. For
instance, it was shown in our previous study that the optimum
ORR limiting potential of 0.8 V for nitrogen-doped carbon is
determined by a ‘constant’ gap of 3.33 eV between the
adsorption of *O and *OOH. 18 More importantly, the scaling
relationship implies that it is very challenging to achieve
effective ORR / OER bifunctionality in a single catalyst. Hence,
an ideal bifunctional catalyst needs to contain a substantial
amount of effective ORR and OER active sites simultaneously.
Heteroatom-doped metal-free carbon or graphene based
materials are likely candidates for such purpose18-20.
Heteroatom co-doping remains the most robust approach to
tune catalytic activities of metal-free materials. The synergy
between co-dopants and the corresponding catalytic sites has
never been fully understood, and is still one of the key
challenges impeding rational design of high-performing metalfree catalysts.
Recently, phosphorus and nitrogen co-doped carbons are
reported to show bifunctional ORR and OER activities8,25, but
the specific active sites have yet to be resolved. Note that The
N-doping has been determined to promote the electron
donation from the catalyst to the O2 molecule, facilitating
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ORR18, 26; while the role of P-doping is unclear, though its
relatively low electronegativity may promote OER.
To tackle such challenges, we firstly used the density
functional theory (DFT) simulations to identify the P-doped
and P,N co-doped structures with the highest ORR / OER
activity, and then formulate and populate experimentally the
active sites into metal-free catalysts via one-pot synthesis. As
the ORR / OER activity depends on the binding of reaction
intermediates, the lifetime of which is too short to be detected
experimentally, first-principles simulations are powerful for
the understanding of the reaction mechanisms and for guiding
the design and synthesis of the targeted bifunctional
catalysts14. Here, we further demonstrated that the simulated
binding energies of the proposed catalytic structures are
comparable with the experimentally measured values of
corresponding
binding
configurations
from
X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), thus confirming another
robust link between simulation and experiment.
Our closely coupled first-principles simulations and
experiments successfully elucidated that the OER activity of
P,N co-doped carbon catalysts originates from the P-N bonds,
while the ORR activity is due to different local structures that
only contain the N dopant. In addition, the performance of
either site is shown very close to the theoretical limit of metalfree catalysts for ORR or OER. Accordingly, the optimised
bifunctional sample with a substantial amount of targeted
catalytic sites shows superior ORR and OER activity to the
respective performance of commercial noble metal catalysts;
the potential gap of 705 mV between the OER current density
of 10 mA cm−2 and ORR of 3 mA cm−2 is significantly smaller
than the previously reported metal-free bifunctional catalysts
as well8, 9, 27-36. Such improvement in the performance directly
results from active sites engineering by well-coupled
computational design and experimental development in the
present report. Moreover, the durability of the optimal
catalysts outperforms the noble metal counterparts.

Methods
Theoretical simulations:
Edges and bulk surfaces of P,N doped graphenes were
investigated for carbon materials catalysts as shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. S1. The curvature effect was also studied to control
the ratio between sp2 and sp3 hybridization of different types
of local carbon frameworks. The Car-Parrinello molecular
dynamics (CPMD) simulations were performed to calculate the
free energy barriers for activation of O 2 molecule.37, 38 The
simulation box contains about 200 atoms, which including a bilayer graphene, an O2 molecule and water solution. The Blue
Moon ensemble was employed at 300 K with a time step of 4.0
a.u.39 The total MD time for each free energy profile was about
30 ps. The sampling of the Brillouin zone was restricted to the
Γ point. The Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials (PP) were used
for C, N, O and P.40 The von Barth-Car PP was used for H.41 The

GGA-HCTH exchange-correlation functional was adopted
in a
View Article Online
spin-polarized scheme.42 The multiplicityDOI:
of 10.1039/C6EE03446B
the systems with
odd number of electrons was set to be two. For the systems
with even number of electrons, one more N was doped in the
bottom layer of bi-layer graphene to make it odd.
Total energies were calculated by employing static DFT with
Quantum ESPRESSO code.43 The supercell contains about 60
atoms as our previous paper.18,44 The generalized gradient
approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) was
adopted for exchange correlation functional in the DFT. 45 Spin
polarization was considered for all the cases. The kinetic
energy cutoffs for the wavefunction and the charge were set
to be 40 Ry and 400 Ry, respectively. The calculated total
energies were converted to Gibbs free energies to obtain the
ORR/OER limiting potentials as described in Supporting
Information.
The theoretical X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was
simulated by using CP2K code.46 The total energy difference
(ΔSCF) method was employed.47 The Gaussian and augmented
plane wave (GAPW) all-electron formalism were used.48 The 6311G** basis set was used for C, N, O, P and H atomic orbitals.
Exchange and correlation functionals is described by GGA-PBE.
The cutoff energy for charge density for solving the Poisson
equation is 280 Ry.
Experiments:
All the chemicals such as graphite, Nafion, hydrogen peroxide,
diammonium phosphate (DAP) and ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate (ADP), cyanamide (CA) were used as received.
Graphene oxide was synthesized by a modified Hummer
method as our previous papers.49 The phosphorus and
nitrogen co-doped graphene frameworks (PNGF) were
prepared via a one-pot hydrothermal reaction using graphene
oxide as the carbon sources, and DAP or ADP as the single
phosphorus and nitrogen precursors, and/or CA as an extra
nitrogen precursor, followed by the freeze-drying and with /
without the high-temperature calcinations. The achieved
samples have been named as PNGF_DAP, PNGF_ADP,
PNGF_ADP(op), and PNGF(op), according to the corresponding
synthesis conditions. DAP / ADP was chosen as the sole source
of P/N dopants since they were supposed to be more likely to
form P-N bonds. The extra CA as nitrogen precursor was
chosen to further enhance the catalytic nitrogen doping.
Details on the synthesis the P,N codoped carbon catalysts
were described in Supporting Information. The chemical
composition of the catalysts was analyzed by X-ray photon
spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific K-Alpha).
For electrochemical ORR / OER performance, Rotating Disk
Electrode (RDE) measurements were conducted in O 2saturated 0.1M KOH. RDE (glassy carbon tip, Metrohm) was
used as the working electrode, Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl, Metrohm)
was the reference electrode, and a platinum sheet (Metrohm)
was used as the counter electrode. The electrolyte was
saturated with pure oxygen. The scan rate for rotating
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Fig. 1 Local atomic structures for (a) A-P-1, (b) A-P-3, (c) G-P-1, (d) SW-P-1, (e) Z-P-1, (f) Z-P-3, (g) A-PN-4, (h) A-PN-5, (i)
G-PN-1, (j) SW-PN-3, (k) Z-PN-4, (l) Z-PN-5, (m) Z-P-1-OX1, and (n) Z-PN-5-OX2. The unit cells are shown in Fig. S1.
Respectively: the “A” and “Z” stand for Armchair and Zigzag edges; the “P” and “N” stands for Phosphorus and Nitrogen;
and the “G” and “SW” denote perfect and Stone-Wales defected graphenes; and the “OX” stands for oxidized structure.
The white, grey, blue, red and brown spheres denotes for H, C, N, O and P atoms, respectively.
voltammetry was 10 mV s-1. The potentials obtained in this
work were converted to the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) scale by shift a value of 0.965 V. For RDE, the electron
transfer number (ETN) was calculated based on the Koutecky–
Levich (K-L) equation. The potential cycling was conducted
between 0.2 and 1.2 V vs. RHE for ORR or between 1.2 and 2.0
V vs. RHE for OER, using a scan rate of 100 mV s-1 for 5000
cycles. The Chronoamperometry measurement was conducted
at the potentials under which the current density reached 3 or
10 mA cm-2 at 1600 rpm for ORR and OER, respectively, and
lasted for 20 hours in total.

Results and Discussion
Selective screening of P containing catalytic sites: structural
stability, electronic property and O2 adsorption barriers.
For heteroatom doped carbon based catalysts, different types
of local microstructures may exist within the same material.
The stability of these different structures is calculated first to
shortlist the possible active sites before further study of their
ORR / OER performance. The stability of N-doped carbon
catalysts has been investigated systemically in one of our
previous papers.18 However, P atom is very different from the

N atom, with a relatively large atomic radius and high electron
donating property as mentioned above. Here, we calculated
the formation energies for four different cases of P doped and
P,N co-doped graphene as shown in Fig. 1 and S1, which
include the perfect surface, Stone-Wales defect, armchair edge,
and zigzag edge of graphene. The details on formation energy
calculation are described in the Supporting Information. The
results related to the formation energies are shown in Fig. 2 (a)
and (b). Negative (positive) formation energy denotes the
exothermic (endothermic) process. When P atom is doped in
the interior surface sites of graphene, such as the perfect
surface and Stone-Wales defect surface mentioned above, it is
endothermic for all the cases. The doped P atom always moves
out of the planar surface when doped in such surfaces, due to
its large atomic radius compared with N atom. On the other
hand, for most cases of armchair and zigzag edges, it is
exothermic as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Therefore, the P
doped or P,N co-doped structures are mainly populated at
edges.
The densities of states (DOSs) of the shortlisted structures are
calculated and shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) and Fig. S4 to S9 in
Supporting Information. The DOS at valence band maximum
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Fig. 2 Formation energy of (a) P doped structures and (b) P,N co-doped structures. (c) and (d) are the PDOS for the Z-PN5-OX2 structure. (e) and (f) are O2 adsorption/desorption barriers for P doped structures and P,N co-doped structures,
respectively.

(VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) are
associated with electron donating and accepting mechanisms,
which are employed for the selection of potential active sites
for ORR / OER. For all the un-oxidized structures, the P site
shows the highest DOSs just below the Fermi level, which
makes it the most active to donate electrons to O2 as shown in
the Supporting Information. The O2 adsorption / desorption
free energy barriers for different structures are shown in Fig. 2
(e) and (f). Here, the O2 adsorption and desorption are
involved in the ORR and OER processes, respectively, and
control the kinetics for most of the cases. The results indicate
that the P site is readily oxidized by an approaching O 2
molecule with a very low kinetic barrier. However, for further
ORR electron transfer steps, the OH or O groups bounded to P
is rather difficult to remove as the P site is far too active,
compared with N. Details of the oxidization states of P sites are

discussed by free energy variation in Fig. 3. In this regard, the
oxidized edge P sites are the most popular local structures.
For the P-doped oxidized structures, we consider the case of
“Z-P-1-OX1” structure, Fig. 3(m): a zigzag edge with a pyridinelike P attached with one OH group (oxidized Z-P-1 structure).
The O2 adsorption barrier for the P site of this structure is
about 0.6 eV, while the edge C site is more difficult to be
activated according to the DOS in Fig. S8 of the Supporting
Information. We will not consider the structure oxidized by
two oxygen-related groups because no more active sites are
available after two oxygen-related groups fully occupy the P
site. However, the situation is different for the P,N co-doped
oxidized structure, Z-PN-5-OX2 (oxidized Z-PN-5 structure) as
shown in Fig. 1 (n), where the P site can be fully occupied by
one OH and one O group. For this structure, C2 atomic site
shows the highest DOS at both VBM and CBM, as shown in Fig.
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Fig. 3 (a) Free energy variations of ORR / OER elementary steps for different P containing structures. (b) ORR / OER
limiting potentials for Z-NP-5-OX2 and Stone-Wales defect structures. (c) Bifunctional ORR / OER activities of PNGA_DAP
and PNGF_DAP_800 (insert: the electron transfer number and kinetic current density for ORR at 0.6 V vs. RHE). XPS (d)
P2p and (e) N1s spectra for PNGF_DAP and PNGF_DAP_800.
2 (c) and (d), which is selected as a possible active site for ORR
/ OER. The O2 adsorption and desorption barriers for the Z-PN5-OX2 structure are only 0.48 and 0.21 eV, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2 (d), which implies that the kinetics for
ORR/OER should be fast for this site. More details for ORR /
OER thermodynamic potentials of these structures will be
discussed in the following.
Correlations between ORR / OER potentials and structures:
linking simulations with experiments.

Theoretical limiting potentials can be calculated by DFT
simulations, and then compared with the values
experimentally measured, i.e. half-wave potentials for ORR.
Here, the limiting potential for ORR / OER is defined as the
maximum / minimum potential, respectively, under which all
of the relevant elementary steps in each case are downhill in
free energy. More details about the calculation methods are in
the Supporting Information.
Fig. 3 (a) shows the free energy variation for ORR / OER of the
investigated structures for the four-electron process. The
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46.05

36.20
23.02

28.10
24.43

0.00
7.50

50.00
50.00

50.00
35.47

0.00
14.53

0.00 (0.00)
0.51 (0.53)

1.25

PNGF_DAP
PNGF_ADP

78.86

4.15

14.24

2.75

38.52

14.39

31.89

15.20

45.63

31.34

23.03

0.63 (0.63)

1.59

PNGF_ADP(op)

88.97

2.86

6.31

1.86

27.65

22.12

14.35

35.88

18.69

27.51

53.80

1.00 (1.03)

0.79

3.24

0.75
PNGF(op)
88.13 4.00 5.55 2.32 18.84 32.18 14.00 34.98 17.72 21.91 60.37 1.40 (1.39)
forward process is for ORR, and the backward for OER. Note catalysts can tune the ratio of sp2 and sp3 carbon, and thus the
that the solvation energies for ORR and OER are a little performance of ORR as well.18 Herein, the curvature effect is
different and that the free energy variation for OER in Fig. 3 (a) investigated for the most promising structures of Z-PN-5-OX2
will be modified accordingly for calculation of limiting to tune the ORR / OER limiting potential as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
potentials as described in the Supporting Information.
Details on the curvature control are described in Fig. S10 of the
For P-doped Z-P-1 and Z-P-3 structures, Fig. 3(a), the ORR Supporting Information. The results show that the curvature
cannot proceed to completion because the *OH intermediate effect can tune the ORR / OER activity of Z-PN-5-OX2 but does
cannot be removed under a positive potential. The not contribute much to the reduction of its limiting potentials.
corresponding OER potentials are as high as 2.64 and 3.19 V, Hence, the best OER limiting potential for Z-PN-5-OX2 is still
respectively. These potentials are too high and far from the 1.68 V and it is not favourable for ORR even under curvature.
equilibrium of 1.23 V. If we consider the oxidized structure as In the meanwhile, we also put the ORR / OER performance of
the initial structure, Z-P-1-OX1, the last step of ORR is still N doped Stone-Wales (SW) structure for comparison, Fig. 3 (b),
endothermic. In short, there is no suitable P doped structure which is suggested in our previous work to be the best metalfor either ORR or OER, which probably explains the poor free active sites for ORR18. It is seen that the N doped SW
catalytic activity of the metal-free catalysts only with P- defect structure can show an ORR limiting potential of about
doping50, 51. For the P,N co-doped structures, we considered an 0.8 V under curvature while the corresponding OER limiting
armchair edge (A-PN-5), a zigzag edge with pyridine-like P and potential is always high and in the range of 2.0-2.5 V. Given
N (Z-PN-4), a zigzag edge with pyridine-like P and graphite-like that the scaling relation between *OH and *OOH for most sites
N (Z-PN-5). The ORR / OER free energy variations for these in heteroatom doped carbon is ca. 3.33 eV18, the overpotential
structures are similar to that of Z-P-1, which makes ORR of 0.43-0.45 V for Z-PN-5-OX2 in OER or SW in ORR is indeed
impossible to occur and OER with high overpotentials.
very close to the theoretical limit of metal-free catalysts. Note
However, if we consider an oxidized structure of Z-PN-5 as an that the simulated limiting potential is achieved under the
initial structure (Z-PN-5-OX2), the P site is deactivated by assumption that reaction is completely thermodynamically
oxidization but the edge C atom bonded to the graphite-like N favourable, the experimental measured overpotentials for ORR
is still active as indicated by the DOS in Fig. 2 (c) and (d). Note and OER at a certain current density could be ca. 0.1 V smaller
here, the doped pyridine-like P and graphite-like N tend to than the computational predicted values. No matter what, it is
bond together compared with the separated case as indicated clear from the simulation results that, for a P,N co-doped
by the formation energies shown in Fig. 2 (b) and the carbon, the P-N bonds are favourable for OER and the local
structures in Fig. S1. For Z-PN-5-OX2 structure, the ORR structures with solely N dopant contribute to ORR.
potential is also low at about 0.13 V while the OER potential is It is shown in our density of states (DOS) calculations, Fig. 2 (c)
significantly decreased to 1.68 V as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
and (d), that the ‘real’ active sites in the P/N co-doped
Therefore, we find that the P-N bond in the Z-PN-5-OX2 structures (Z-PN-5-OX2) are the edge carbon atoms next to the
structure is a key factor that may control the OER performance. nitrogen dopants, highlighted as ‘C2’ in Fig. 1 (n). Hence, the
Our previous study indicates that curvature in carbon-based P,N co-doping and N-doping employed in this work were
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Table 1. XPS elemental concentrations (C1s, N1s, O1s, and P2p, in atom%), normalised concentrations of N1s (-NH
p-N, g-N, and g-N-P)
2, 10.1039/C6EE03446B
DOI:
and P2p (P-O, P-C, and P-N) binding configurations (in %), and levels of PN structures and –NH2 group (in atom%) in PNGF. The ‘-NH2’ refers
to the amine structures in XPS N1s spectra, ‘p-N’ to pyridinic N, ‘g-N’ to normal graphitic N, and ‘g-N-P’ to the proposed PN structures, Fig.
3 (d); and the ‘P-O’, ‘P-C’ and ‘P-N’ refer to the corresponding P-O, P-C and P-N bonds in XPS P2p spectra, Fig. 3 (e). [NOTE: The levels of PN
structures (atom%) were calculated based on the normalised concentrations of the P-N bonds in the P2p binding configurations (%) and
the elemental concentrations of P sites (in atom%); while the values in brackets were calculated based on the normalised concentrations
of the g-N-P structures in the N1s binding configurations (%) and the elemental concentrations of N sites (atom%). The levels of –NH2
group (atom%) were calculated based on the normalised concentrations of the –NH2 in the N1s binding configurations (%) and the
elemental concentrations of N sites (in atom%)].
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considered to modify the electronic structure, and further the
binding energy of reaction intermediates on carbon. Note that,
an effective catalytic site should bind intermediates neither
too weakly nor too strongly, according to the Sabatier principle.
The 1st and 4th elementary steps of proton-electron transfer
are most likely to be the rate determining step (RDS) for ORR,
while the 2nd and the 3rd steps as RDS for OER as shown in Fig
(3), due to the restriction of a scaling relationship. In our case,
the P,N co-doped and N-doping clearly show the respective
desirable bond strength for the relevant intermediates and
steps, Fig. 3 (a), which are almost identical to the ideal bond
strength of carbon based OER / ORR catalysts for the smallest
thermodynamic barriers. Moreover, the corresponding O 2
desorption (Fig. 2(f)) and adsorption barriers of the above
structures are also reasonably small, indicating good kinetics
as well.
We then experimentally formed the P,N co-doped graphene
framework (PNGF) containing the aforementioned P-N bonds
to validate the computational predictions. Herein, we used
diammonium phosphate (DAP, (NH4)2HPO4) or ammonium
dihydrogen phosphate (ADP, NH4H2PO4) as the single P/N
precursor, which facilitates the formation of P-N bonds at
intermediate temperatures. We also demonstrated that a
more balanced P/N ratio in ADP further enhances the
concentration of P-N bonds in the final product.
Firstly, the samples were prepared via a one-pot hydrothermal
reaction using graphene oxide as the carbon source, and
diammonium phosphate (DAP) as the phosphorus and
nitrogen precursor, followed by the freeze-drying and w/o the
high-temperature calcinations, as detailed in the Methods
section. The achieved samples have been named as PNGF with
the suffix of ‘_DAP’ and w/o the suffix of ‘_800’, according to
the specific synthesis conditions. The X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) P2p spectrum of the synthesized P,N codoped sample PNGF_DAP, Fig. 3 (d), demonstrates the
existence of the P-N bond (ca. 133.7 eV) apart from the P-O (ca.
134.2 eV) and P-C (ca. 133.2 eV) bonds; the PN structure
however has been completely removed in the PNGF_DAP_800
sample after the high temperature calcination. At the same
time, the XPS N1s spectrum of PNGF_DAP, Fig. 3 (e), further
confirms the existence of the proposed PN structure (g-N-P, ca.
400.9 eV) in PNGF_DAP but not in PNGF_DAP_800, of which
the peak position is close to but slightly more negative (e.g. 0.5
eV) than that of graphitic nitrogen (g-N, ca. 401.4 eV). The
peak position of both the P-N bond in XPS P2p spectrum and
the g-N-P structure in XPS N1s spectrum are in good
agreement with our computational predictions, Fig. S11. The
levels of PN structures (atom%) calculated from elemental
concentrations of phosphorus (atom%) and the normalised
concentrations of P-N bond in P2p binding configurations (%)
are almost identical to the values calculated from the
elemental concentrations of nitrogen and the normalised
concentrations of g-N-P bonds, Table 1. In addition, the
normalised concentrations of dangling amine groups on the

edge of P,N co-doped graphene (-NH2, ca. 399.4
eV) has
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6EE03446B
decreased after thermal treatment, while
that of pyridinic
nitrogen (p-N, ca. 398.1 eV) has increased.
The comparison between the catalytic ORR / OER activities of
PNGF_DAP and PNGF_DAP_800 are given in Fig. 3 (c). The
former shows a better OER activity than the latter, and its ORR
and OER potential gap at any given current is also significantly
smaller (i.e. > 200 mV at 2 mA cm-2), although the hightemperature calcined counterpart shows slightly better ORR
reduction potential and current. Note that the number of
electron transferred (n) during ORR at 0.6 V vs. RHE increases
from 3.03 for the PNGF_DAP to 3.75 for the PNGF_DAP_800,
insert in Fig. 3 (c), indicating an enhanced selectivity on ORR
via the 4e- transfer pathway after thermal treatment. This is
mainly attributed to the fact that the -NH2 group is more
favourable for a 2e- pathway, which can be easily formed
when using DAP as precursors; and thus the PNGF_DAP_800
after high temperature calcination should lead to a better
selectivity in the 4e- pathway. Through such analysis, it is
reasonable to state that the PN structure in PNGF is favourable
for OER but not ORR, which is in accordance with its calculated
catalytic performance. The ORR activity of P,N co-doped metalfree catalysts however is still dominated by the nitrogen
doping. In this case, it is imperative to deliberately tune the
phosphorous and nitrogen binding configurations of PNGF so
as to achieve an optimal bifunctionality.
Smart tuning the bifunctional ORR / OER performance of
PNGF: Intensification of the identified active sites
Based on the above findings on the correlation between the
ORR / OER activities and P/N binding configurations, the key
principle of improving bifunctionality is to increase the levels
of PN structures while reduce the amount of –NH2. To further
validate this notion, the previous P/N precursor (DAP) has
been firstly replaced by ammonium dihydrogen phosphate
(ADP) since the latter possesses a more balanced P/N ratio of
1:1 and may promote the formation of PN structures and
prevent the formation of -NH2. In addition, the concentration
of ADP precursor has been further optimized as well to
intensify the P-N bonds. Lastly, in order to promote the ORR
activity of PNGF, cyanamide (CA) has been added as an extra N
precursor in the hydrothermal reaction of the sample with an
optimal ADP concentration. The obtained samples are named
as PNGF_ADP, PNGF_ADP(op), and PNGF(op), accordingly.
It has first been confirmed by XPS (Fig. 4 (a)-(b)) that both of
the targeted ORR and OER active sites have been enhanced
substantially in PNGF. For instance, the level of PN structures
has almost been tripled from 0.51 atom% in PNGF_DAP to 1.40
atom% in PNGF(op) (the normalised concentrations of P-N
bonds in XPS P2p binding configurations also rise from less
than 15% to more than 60%), while the normalised
concentrations of the non-reactive –NH2 can be reduced from
roughly 50% in PNGF_DAP to less than 20% in PNGF(op).
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Fig. 4 Relative ratio of XPS (a) P2p and (b) N1s binding configurations for PNGF_DAP, PNGF_ADP, PNGF_ADP(op) and
PNGF(op). (c) ORR and (d) OER activities of PNGF_DAP, PNGF_ADP, PNGF_ADP(op), and PNGF(op), measured by
rotating disk electrode at 1600 RPM. (e) Koutecky-Levich plots of PNGF_DAP, PNGF_ADP, PNGF_ADP(op) and
PNGF(op) at 0.6 V vs. RHE, derived from the corresponding linear sweep voltammograms, Fig. S2 (a) - (e). (f)
Correlation between the OER current densities of PNGF at 1.5, 1.55 and 1.6 V vs. RHE and the respective
concentrations of P-N bonds. (g) Durability of PNGF(op) and Pt/C + Ir/C before and after potential cycling of 5,000
times. (h) Comparison of ORR / OER overpotentials for PNGF(op), Pt/C + Ir/C, Fe-N-C + NiFe LDF, and other metal-free
bifunctional catalysts.
It is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4 (c)-(d) that the ORR / OER
overpotentials of PNGF decrease and their current densities
increase as the PN structure is intensified and the –NH2 group

is reduced. The ORR potential of the optimal bifunctional
catalysts, PNGF(op), can reach 0.845 V vs. RHE at 3 mA cm-2
(measured by rotating disk electrode under 1600 RPM) while
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its OER potential at 10 mA cm-2 is 1.55 V vs. RHE. The
combined overpotentials between 3 or 10 mA cm-2 for ORR or
OER, respectively, is reduced from 1,252 mV of PNGF_DAP, to
1,037 mV of PNGF_ADP, further to 795 mV of PNGF_ADP(op),
and finally to 705 mV of PNGF(op).
Moreover, it is shown in Fig. 4 (e) that the ORR electron
transfer number increases from 3.03 for PNGF_DAP, to 3.68
for PNGF_ADP, to 3.91 for PNGF_ADP(op), and finally to 3.99
for PNGF(op), as the respective amount (%atom) of -NH2 sites
is reduced from 3.24% in PNGF_DAP to 0.75% in PNGF(op),
Table 1. The respective normalised concentrations (%) of -NH2
is reduced from roughly 50% in PNGF_DAP to less than 20% in
PNGF(op), Fig. 4 (b). This further supports our previous
argument on how to improve the ORR activity. Meanwhile, it is
also shown in Fig. 4 (f) that the OER current density of PNGF at
1.50, 1.55 and 1.60 V vs. RHE increase significantly as the
concentration of the PN structure in PNGF is enhanced, clearly
demonstrating the contribution of PN structures on OER
activity.
The catalytic activities of PNGF(op) are superior to the
commercial noble metal catalysts, e.g. i.e. Pt/C for ORR and
Ir/C for OER, Fig. 4 (g). What’s more, the durability of PNGF(op)
(performance loss during potential cycling) and its stability
(performance loss during chronoamperometry) are also
considerably superior to the respective noble metal
counterparts. As shown in Fig. 4 (g), the combined ORR / OER
overpotential of Pt/C + Ir/C increases by 61 mV after 5000
cycles from 769 to 830 mV, while almost zero change in
overpotential can be observed for PNGF_(OP). In the
meantime, the ORR or OER current density of PNGF(op) only
drops by 7.6 or 5%, after being continuously measured for 20
hours, while the respective ORR or OER current density drops
25.2 or 35.8% for Pt/C or Ir/C, Fig. S2 (e)-(f).
Finally, the combined ORR / OER overpotential of 705 mV
exhibited by PNGF(op) is not only superior to that of Pt/C for
OR+ Ir/C (769 mV) or the state-of-the-art two component nonprecious metal catalysts (747 mV)52, Fig. 4 (e), but also
outperforms all the previously reported values for metal-free
catalysts8, 9, 27-36.

co-dopant (e.g. in a Z-PN-5-OX2 structure), it View
stabilize
the
Article Online
graphitic N and activate a neighbouring CDOI:
site10.1039/C6EE03446B
for effective OER.
Such findings agree well with the experimental XPS spectra
and electrochemical outcome of P,N co-doped graphene
frameworks, PNGF_DAP, which confirms that its high OER
performance is indeed originated from the P-N bonds in the
catalysts. Consequently, the high-temperature calcined sample,
PNGF_DAP_800, shows a much reduced OER activity since the
thermally unstable P-N bonds have been completely removed.
However, the ORR performance of PNGF_DAP_800 was
improved, mainly because the 2e- pathway related groups (NH2) have been simultaneously removed during thermal
annealing while the 4e- components (pyridinic / graphitic N)
are largely preserved.
According to these observations, the ORR / OER bifunctionality
of the P,N co-doped graphene framework has been further
tuned through the promotion of the level of the P-N bonds and
the reduction of the amount of -NH2, by means of selective
P/N precursors. The potential gap of our P,N co-doped
graphene framework has been significantly reduced from
1,252 mV of PNGF_DAP, to 1,037 mV of PNGF_ADP, further to
795 mV of PNGF_ADP(op), and finally to 705 mV of PNGF(op)
after active sites engineering. The optimized catalyst,
PNGF(op), shows an ORR potential of 0.845 V vs. RHE at 3 mA
cm-2 and OER potential of 1.55 V vs. RHE at 10 mA cm-2. Such
catalytic activities not only outperform all the previously
metal-free bifunctional catalysts, to the best of our knowledge,
and are even superior to Pt/C for ORR and Ir/C for OER,
respectively. Moreover, the durability and stability of PNGF(op)
are much better than respective commercial noble metal
counterparts as well. Clearly, this work has demonstrated an
example of simulation-facilitated experimental development
of (metal-free) ORR / OER bifunctional catalysts by active sites
engineering. This approach is not only indispensable for the
development of ORR / OER catalysts, but also should be widely
applicable in (electro)catalysis research. The approach and the
findings not only provide great insight into the mechanisms of
P,N co-doped metal free catalysts, but also promote controlled
engineering and scale-up activities for practical development
of multifunctional nanostructures for metal-air batteries and
fuel cells.
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